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Abstract

We report a diagnostic tool to distinguish erratic from other eye movements. We explain its properties and successfully apply it to 
the illustrative experiment by Melnik et al. [1]. The tool is based upon entropy measurement of a stochastic model, as developed in 
complexity theory.
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Background

By deduction from complexity of (behavioral) models, 
we develop an entropic computational tool to distinguish 
erroneous/redundant eye movements from task relevant 
eye movements.

Our first subject in this matter is: Why?

Eye movements give a continuous readout of internal 
neural decision-making processes and reflect decision-
task requirements [2] of human observers in traffic and 
at home. The societal impact for – say visually heavy 
loaded professions such as racing cyclists – is clarified 
by Fracasso et al. [3]. Eye blinks darken our view about 
10% of our lifetime and attending to our own thoughts 
also ignores the visual world [4-7]. Neurological 
diseases may affect patients’ eye movements. Erratic 
eye movements appear with growing age [8,9] while 
pursuing slows down [10]. Also, stress causes erroneous 
eye movements, even in healthy athletes as well as in 
professionally calm officials like judges in court [11,12].

The  importance  of evaluating eye movements is such that 
eye tracking is currently used as a health biomarker. In this 
regard, a USA patent number 20190239790 to monitor 

eye movements for health assessment is pending [13].

Segers et al. successfully designed a vision training 
to bring overacting eyes in quiet mode, to enhance 
perception and reaction times of athletes [14] and elderly 
(report in progress [15]). Vision training intermittently 
shuts off free viewing, similar to eye blinks. We noticed a 
variety of set-points with varying effects upon enhancing 
visual stamina. In this paper, we report a new method 
– a computational tool – to decide upon what the eyes 
are doing. It is an instrument to discern whether eye 
movements are for help because of loss of memory, 
or for other causes such as seeking information. The 
success of the training method is enabled by brains’ 
shared cognitive control mechanism between reading 
and other voluntary saccadic tasks [16] and affects 
early saccade averaging by top-down processes [17-19] 
or even stronger [20], or ‘unseen’ stimuli because of a 
very fast shutter [21] which speeds up reaction times.

Main Text

The eye’s retina is an outgrowth of the fetus’ neural 
plate [22], so the retina still is brain, but in an exogenous 
place. Some vision processes are partly performed in 
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the retina itself. The optic nerve transmits the signal 
from the retina to visual centers in the brain and these 
pass them on to the nerves that control the eye muscles. 
To get a detailed perspective on this architectural 
issue new results are available [23]. Neurons have a 
quantized energy nature, this necessitates saccades, the 
rapid eye movements. The fastest possible reactions of 
the human body are these saccades, ranging from 10 
to 300 degrees per second (deg/sec) between places 
where the eye rests (called fixation points). When 
scanning a scene, we do not get a continuous, smooth 
stream; rather, we unconsciously quantize our view as 
a series of separate images (because the eye pauses at 
fixation points). The separation comes from a small 
period of blindness when the eyes move (during the 
saccade between 20 to 100 milliseconds (ms)), but 
we perceive clear images by mental reconstruction.

To remember information, people unconsciously 
move the eyes in the same pattern over and over again, 
even when looking ‘inside’ in memory with eyes ‘in 
the void’, as if they are rehearsing: moving their eyes 
in the same pattern as when they first saw the objects. 
And we do this more often when we’re older [24,25], 
although older adults perform this strategy almost 
as well as younger adults. Vision training optimizes 
this by reducing the oversampling [26], because 
oversampling hampers perception [27]. The brain 
then looses ‘sight’, as is well known from familiar 
stressful situations such as in athletic games, or traffic.

In the absence of stress, eye movements naturally 
tend to reduce uncertainty in perception [28-31]. This 
recurrence reduces with vision training and is almost 
absent in experts, see for instance (table 2 in [32]). 
Though there are individual differences in tolerance 
of uncertainty by aiming at reducing such redundant 
updates via saccades [33]. The neural system is 
so versatile [34] that it enables to adopt different 
representations of memories of falls and accidents, 
if they are currently still feared [29]. van Moorselaar 
et al. [34], experimentally found that memory may 
change(!), depending on whether deemed relevant 
now, in the future, or not at all. McSorly discussed 
the search to diminish uncertainty views [30,31] 
because -as said- reducing visual uncertainty causes 
recurrent saccades. For instance, Gotardi et al. [12] 
discovered a difference between eye movements of 
drivers with and without anxiety. This concludes 
the motivation and application of this research.

But, how are futile eye movements distinguished 
from purposeful eye movements?

Melnik et al. [1] conducted a ground-breaking 

study to quantify the trade-off between the use of 
eye movements for working-memory or for using the 
outside world as a working memory (during purposeful 
actions). This trade-off is a basic trait of vision training 
with shutter glasses: the eyes become intermittently 
blinded, so they are forced to switch between internal 
memory and ‘the world’, i.e. external memory. In 
Melnik et al. study [1], was the cost for a new sample 
of visual information that participants had to “pay” a 
short visual delay. The idea of ‘payment’ by delay or a 
time penalty is also used in [35]. Participants’ use of 
internal working memory increased with the waiting 
time for saccades. This result specifically supports 
the use of shutter glasses to decrease training erratic 
movements. For example, eyes of non-expert batters 
behave wildly compared to experienced batters [36]. 
There is no visual attention at endpoints of saccades, 
so they should be optimized [37]. Experts’ reduction 
of saccades is also observed in Kim et al. study [32].

Older adults use this update strategy when remembering 
becomes difficult, or when the task becomes too difficult 
on its own. As if older adults are using their eyes to 
create a ‘motor trace’ to compensate for memory declines 
during aging [25]. An early study of eye movements 
dependent on age is in Bono et al. [10]. Insight in 
the storage mechanism which partly is hierarchical 
and partly is flat sequential is from Yokoi et al. [38].

What happens when information to remember 
becomes too much for the brain? Apparently, we turn 
to our eyes for help to use the brain’s ability to see 
the world as an external memory [1]. This “Embodied 
Cognition” postulate by Clark and Chalmers [39] says 
that instead of storing visual information in working 
memory: it may be equally retrieved by appropriate eye 
movements [40]. Aagten-Murphy [41,42] distinguishes 
ego- and allocentric memories for independent 
working memory resource. In our approach, we 
follow Melnik et al. [1] by counting iterations to and 
from states of the subject’s activity. To model this 
we use a behavioral automaton, as explained below.

Vision Training

Shutter glass views give - because of its fast intermittence 
- a brief glimpse of the environment. An object, say a 
ball, if moving in front of the viewer is perceived as if 
fast blinking. The eyes move simultaneously. We want to 
know the purpose of the eyes saccades. Is the subject’s 
trying to remind (unconsciously) or is it updating its 
view because of lack of memory? Is the sensorimotor 
system reducing uncertainty by updating views? Early 
postulates [43,44] are that memory is at stake here, but 
a neural model proved that speed up of reaction times is 
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a bistable sensorimotor learning process [14]. Melnik et 
al. [1] take the view that saccades are behavioral events. 
This differs from the physics view [33,45,46] to include 
energy in the model. This energy approach is neglected 
here for gaining sharper insight in the main issue of 
this paper: to find when does an eye wander too much? 
This build upon von Neumann’s work on behavioral 
modelling, supported by regular expressions from Kleene 
which became Automata theory for computer science 
[47] and Ring theory in mathematics [48]. We endow 
a stochastic version of such a finite automaton with 
an entropy measure to model functions from states of 
eyes resulting from saccades. Markov processes often 
are used in describing finite automata. We refrain from 
these because of the experimental set-up by Melnik et 
al. [1] via state spaces with mean behavior of saccades. 
This grouping or ensemble-based [49] approach enables 
to build an entropy instrument upon states of systems.

Entropic Computational Tool

 We design an entropy index to distinguish eye 
movements by endogenous and exogenous saccades. 
The entropy of a behavior is at maximum if every 
saccade has equal probability. The behavior is then 
maximally disorganized [50]. If saccades are employed 
strategically for updating memory the entropy lowers. 
The idea in this research is to use Melnik et al. state 
space [1] and compute its entropic measure [50]: if 
movements from memory to the outer world have equal 
probability there is no difference (different transitions 
becomes equally likely, or: the saccades are a mess). 
Melnik et al. construct two state spaces one with 
constrained states and one without constraints, i.e. 
with unconstrained states.

An exhaustive analysis of entropies of automata is in 
Cortes et al. [49]. Comparison of graphs of states spaces 
can be done in the geometrical sense [51] but could also 

be done by comparing entropy models between those 
spaces [52]. The simplest of comparisons is by taking 
a difference between models [1]. Melnik’s approach is 
surprisingly natural because entropy of a combination 
of systems is an additive operation [50]. We construct it 
without the physics of light and energy as was suggested 
in multiple studies [33,45,46]. Briefly said, we take 
an event-based model of entropy (complexity), in the 
manner of treatment in automata theory [47,49] and 
linguistics [48].

Where

Melnik’s research is 3 for ‘Model Area’, ‘Work 
Area’ and ‘Resource Area’. The number of incoming 
transitions is li,j from state i to state j, while mi is the 
total number of transitions incoming to state j. In 
total there are b = 9 types of saccades, or ‘transitions’ 
(see Table 1 in [1]). The entropy is maximum

  

m = 2 78 m = 3 32 m =263, with saccades to the 
Workspace state and saccades to the Resource Area in 
Melnik’s experiment. These values are reconstructed 
from the data in Melink et al. [1]. The dwelling of the 
eyes within Melik’s Model Area is explicitly taken into 
account here, because our goal is to discern whether the 
eyes look if the brain needs help, by lack of memory. The 
incoming transition probabilities in the unconstrained 
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Figure 1: Computation of the entropies in unconstrained and constrained viewing.
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experiment for the lack of memory are [153/263, 
78/263, 32/263]. The incoming transition probabilities 
in the constrained experiment for the lack of memory 
are [209/273, 47/273, 17/273]. 

Computation of the entropies reveals the difference 
between the states. It is also seen as a complexity 
measure, from the perspective of noise. The 
unconstrained (free viewing) state has probability p = 
0.58, with entropy E = 0.14. The constrained viewing, 
however, has probability p = 0.77, with entropy E = 
0.09. The gain achieved by the constraining of the view 
is evident (and found significant by Melnik et al. [1]), it 
is clearly expressed by the arrow in Figure 1.

Discussion

Prior neural work paved the way to distinguish neural 
fields competing in visual processing and perception. 
The complexity of these findings has been reduced 
severely by us to explain, via a mathematical model 
measuring the complexity of such models by an Entropy 
measure. In detail, we found a diagnostic curve, if 
saccades are performed for update of vision or update 
of internal memory (of the image).

If entropy of saccades is high, then the eyes try to help 
the brain to help: the world is its external memory. If 
the entropy is low: the brain does not use the world as 
its external memory but relies on memory. 
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